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COST Stories
This section focuses on COST results mainly in terms of Actions
and Domains.
The case studies reflect the impact COST has on European research,
people and markets.
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COST Welcomes Horizon 2020
COST welcomes the official launch of Horizon
2020, the European Union’s new research and
innovation programme, announced on 11
December 2013 in Brussels. The highly
anticipated announcement is an essential
milestone in the transition to a more innovative
and competitive Europe.
read more

Mapping out Europeans’ immunity genes: a step towards better
tissue transplants
Despite more than 99% of human DNA being
identical, our immunity genes are the ones setting
us apart. Besides making us unique, such genes
can indicate our ancestry, which can prove of
tremendous medical help in terms of issue and
organ transplants. COST Action BM0803 HLANET engaged in a collaborative exercise aiming
to map European populations sharing similar
genes that set the stage for the introduction of
new standards in molecular biology and
immunogenetics.
read more

COST Association is Born and Keeps Growing
COST is glad to announce that following the
Resolution adopted by all the Representatives of
the Governments of the 35 COST Member
Countries on 6 September 2013, the ‘COST
Association’ was established on 19 September
2013 with the aim of providing the legal entity for
the implementation of COST activities in the near
future.
read more

Re-excavating Europe’s drowned prehistory
Archaeological sites and traces of Europe’s
landscapes formed at low sea level during the
last Ice Age can survive beneath the seabed, but
recovering such evidence poses formidable
technical and financial challenges.
Archaeologists, heritage managers, geoscientists
and industry representatives are now joining
forces to research and manage these submerged
landscapes that tell the stories behind human
evolution.
read more

COST Simplifies Participation in COST Activities
Setting up or participating in a COST Action is
easy - but from 28 June 2013 it has become even
easier! COST recently revised the rules for
participation in COST activities to make them
more inclusive, user-friendly and responsive to
scientists’ networking needs.
read more

e-COST

COST’s Inclusiveness Policy
COST has been developing its strategies to contribute to European
research policy and, in particular, to align them with the common goals set
by the European Council, the European Commission and the European
Parliament.
read more

Become a COST Expert!
COST invites independent experts from all
scientific areas to participate in the evaluation of
proposals for COST Actions collected twice a year
through the COST Open Call.
read more

European year for active ageing and solidarity between
generations
The European Union has designated 2012 as the
European Year for Active Ageing and Solidarity
between Generations. Europe must be more agefriendly and better adapted to its ageing
population. This view is reflected in the work of
COST.
read more

Enhancing Research on Early Autism
2 April 2012 marked the fifth annual World Autism
Awareness Day. Every year, autism organisations
around the world celebrate the day with unique
events and initiatives.
read more

Transgenic Trees – The science behind future EU policy,
regulations and safety assessments
COST Action FP0905 addresses the issue of
biosafety for transgenic trees on the January
issue of Nature Biotechnology.
read more
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ESF provides the COST Office
through a European Commission
contract

Follow COST on

The Council of the European
Union provides the COST
Secretariat
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